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FPCUG Notes for April 2019 
 Editor: Frank Fota (fotafm@gmail.com) 

 
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS (7:00 PM - Falmouth Firehouse, Butler Road): 
-- Tues, Apr 2: Technology Workshop (Josh Cockey)       
-- Tues, Apr 9: Board of Directors (BoD) Meeting (Patty Davis, Presiding)  
-- Thu, Apr 11: General Meeting.  Sarah Parry, Executive Director of 
Downtown Greens will speak to the FPCUG about this beautiful, public, 
greenspace located at the southern entrance to historic downtown 
Fredericksburg.  Several acres of organic gardens and public greenspace are 
situated at the intersection of Charles Street and Dixon Street, just three blocks 
south of the train station. The garden is open every day to the public from sunrise 
to sunset.  Children learn about sustainable gardening methods through a weekly 
Garden Club, and about raising bees with the Urban Bees program.  Visitors are 
asked to be respectful of the sacred space and to enjoy the beauty that nature 
offers.   
-- Tues, Apr 16: Windows 10 Workshop (Ed Alexander)  
-- Thu, Apr 18: Experimac Workshop1865-106 Carl D. Silver Parkway 
-- Thu, Apr 25: Windows All Workshop (Jim Hopkins) 
 
MARCH ANNUAL MEETING RECAP 

 
The annual meeting was held on March 12, 2019.  
President Patty Davis informed FPCUG members about 
the FPCUG’s purpose, accomplishments during the past 
year, and our plans for the future.  The working budget 
for the next fiscal year and nominees for FPCUG offices 
were unanimously approved by FPCUG members in 
attendance.  Elected Officers are listed on the last page.  
 
 

REMINDER – FPCUG MEMBERSHIP DUES 
Annual member ship dues are due April 1, 2019 for the period from April 1 through March 31, 2020.  
Please provide Rick Neil a check for $25 made out to the “FPCUG.”  Also, checks can be mailed to: 
FPCUG, P.O. Box 276, Fredericksburg, VA 22404. 
 
CAN A SOFTWARE GLITCH BRING DOWN A MODERN AIRCRAFT? 
Apparently, the answer is, “yes.”  The investigation into 
the recent Lion Air Flight 610 and Ethiopian Airlines 
Flight 302 crashes (Boeing 737 Max jets) is apparently 
focused on the Maneuvering Characteristics 
Augmentation System or MCAS system.  The MCAS is 
designed to prevent the aircraft from stalling.  When 
the MCAS sensors detect stall conditions, they force 

mailto:/fotafm@gmail.com
http://www.downtowngreens.org/
http://www.fpcug.org/index.�
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the nose of the aircraft down to increase flight speed and regain lift.  A video of how the 
MCAS is designed to work can be found here.  The MCAS system is unique to the 737 
Max jets.  The need to install the MCAS stems from the forward placement of larger, more 
fuel-efficient engines.  The forward engine position of the 737 Max caused the nose to 
pitch upward.  If the pitch was too steep, the MCAS would correct it.  Senior reporter for 
The Verge, Andrew J. Hawkins says, “When Airbus announced in 2010 it would make a 
new fuel-efficient and cost-effective plane, Boeing rushed to get out its own version.”  
Since the pilots for the 737 Max jets were not specifically trained on the MCAS, some 
believe that Boeing and the FAA rushed approval for competitive advantage rather than 
retrain 737 pilots out of a concern for safety.  Hundreds of 737 Max are grounded while 
Boeing and aviation authorities investigate to conclusively determine the cause. 
 
STOP THE SPAM! 

One of the most often cited reasons people hate electronic mail 
and social media, is spam.  The spammers use no extraordinary 
means to obtain your email address.  Bob Rankin at 
AskBobRankin.com says, “Using web-crawling "spider" programs 
(not unlike the ones Google uses to index Web pages) spammers 
hunt down email addresses by looking for the telltale "@" symbol.  
Working swiftly and ceaselessly, spiders can harvest millions of 
email addresses automatically.”  What can you do? 

1.  Don’t place your email address on public websites (or in documents on public 
websites).  I advise use of “(at)” rather than the “@” symbol when providing your email 
address.  Another alternative that Bob suggests is using an image of your email address. 
2.  Search the internet for your email address.  You will then have some idea about the 
scope of the problem. 
3.  Don’t reply to email messages from websites or individuals you don’t know.  Bob 
describes “dictionary attacks” as one means that spammer’s use to guess your email 
address.  “Spammers generate emails to made-up addresses, accepting millions of 
bounce-backs in exchange for a handful of replies from valid addresses.” 
4.  Use a “throw-away” email address.  Some people can’t resist entering contests and 
getting free stuff.  Bob says, “It's a good idea to have a "throwaway" email address that 
you can enter into Web forms, rather than using your everyday address.” 
5.  Opt-out of data sharing.  Some websites have weak privacy policies; others are open 
about sharing data.  Failing to read the fine print (i.e., terms and conditions”) places us at 
risk.  Check if the forum or social media website you frequent allows you to opt out of 
sharing personal information.  Recent violations of privacy policies (e.g., Facebook) have 
forced websites to be specific when providing you their privacy policies. 
Hackers and other spammers are another source of spam.  There are actions you can 
take if you find yourself the victim of a data breach.  Bob says, “See my article Which 
Privacy Tools Do You Need (and which should be avoided)? for some tips on how to 
protect your privacy in the age of constant data breaches.” 
 
 

https://youtu.be/4TXZG17y-n0
https://www.theverge.com/2019/3/22/18275736/boeing-737-max-plane-crashes-grounded-problems-info-details-explained-reasons
https://askbobrankin.com/spammer_got_your_email_address_heres_how.html?awt_l=6._fE&awt_m=JZKvkLDR9OP6SL
https://askbobrankin.com/which_privacy_tools_do_you_need_and_which_should_be_avoided.html
https://askbobrankin.com/which_privacy_tools_do_you_need_and_which_should_be_avoided.html
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APPLE ANNOUNCES BIGGEST STRATEGY CHANGE SINCE THE IPHONE 
On Monday, March 25, 2019, Tim Cook, Chief Executive Officer for Apple, 
Inc., announced a strategy change that included streaming video (Apple 
TV), Apple news, and a video game subscription service called Apple 
Arcade.  These services will support Apple’s transformation into a digital 
services provider.  Services may be offered as a bundle similar to 
Amazon’s Prime service with discounts being offered for multiple 

subscriptions.  Apple Arcade will be focused on iPhone and iPad users.  The one thing 
missing from Tim Cook’s much anticipated announcement was pricing information for 
these services.  Apple offered no pricing details at all.  Pivoting to services rather than 
new technology may have been prompted by less than stellar sales of Apple’s flagship 
phones (i.e., the iPhone XS, iPhone XS Max, and iPhone XR), personal computers, and 
tablets.  The move, however, may be a necessary and inevitable shift for one of the most 
valuable high-tech companies on earth.  According to Mark Gurman at Bloomberg, 
“…there’s a base of at least 1.4 billion active Apple devices, giving the company an 
advantage over rivals such as Netflix.” 
 
HISTORY OF DEPT. OF ENERGY (DOE) NUCLEAR SUPERCOMPUTERS 
I’ve always been fascinated with supercomputers.  It’s one of the reasons I continue to 
document the History of computing in our newsletters.  Supercomputing drives innovation.  
The modern desktop and laptop computers, even our phones, have much more computing 
prowess than the supercomputers used to develop the atomic bomb.  Writing for 
tom’sHARDWARE, Paul Alcorn presents a slideshow history of Supercomputing.  The 
slideshow begins with computers managed by the Army Corps of Engineers during the US 
governments' Manhattan Project (e.g., the MANIAC) and ends with modern 
supercomputers managed by the DOE (e.g., Cray's Shasta).  Plans for future 
supercomputers with links to several of the National Laboratories are provided. 
 
FREE ALTERNATIVE TO ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR AND COREL DRAW 
I subscribe to Cyn Mackley’s Tech Tips and recently learned about Inkscape, an open-
source vector graphics editor similar to Adobe Illustrator and Corel Draw.  Inkscape began 
in 2003 as a code fork (i.e., a spin-off) of the Sodipodi project.  Sodipodi, developed since 
1999, was itself based on Raph Levien's Gill (GNOME Illustration Application).  According 
to the Inkscape website, “What sets Inkscape apart is its use of Scalable Vector Graphics 
(SVG), an open XML-based W3C standard, as the native format.”  An impressive list of 
features for this open-source software program can be found here.  Screenshots from the 
program demonstrating many of Inkscape’s features can be found here.  The Inkscape 
website has a myriad of learning tools and tutorials.  The program can be downloaded for 
Windows, MAC or Linux here.  Consider the download because, like the website says, 
“Inkscape is free!” 
 
NET NEUTRALITY REARS ITS UGLY HEAD AGAIN 
I believe in the old adage, “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.”  I have found this pointedly true with 
regard to “fixing” high tech equipment.  Well the internet wasn’t broken before net 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-03-23/apple-s-reinvention-as-a-services-company-starts-for-real-monday
https://www.tomshardware.com/picturestory/866-supercomputer-department-of-energy-amd-intel-nvidia.html#s1
https://mailchi.mp/3bef1b74422d/tech-tips-get-it-together-517675?e=31e0994524#Powerful,%20free%20drawing%20software
https://inkscape.org/about/overview/
https://inkscape.org/about/features/
https://inkscape.org/about/screenshots/
https://inkscape.org/learn/
https://inkscape.org/learn/
https://inkscape.org/release/inkscape-0.92.4/
https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/1035649273721847809/B0f8n_oe_400x400.jpg�
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neutrality became law and net neutrality apparently didn’t fix it.  A bill that would restore 
net neutrality passed through a key House committee.  The Subcommittee on 
Communications and Technology met in open markup session on Tuesday, March 26, 
2019 and H.R. 1644, the “Save the Internet Act of 2019” was ordered favorably forwarded 
to the full Committee without amendment.  The three-page bill would restore Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) “net neutrality” rules and the FCC's authority over 
Internet Service Providers.  Overturning net neutrality in 2017 placed the FCC in a 
negative light.  Some labeled them shills for big telecom.  When researching the subject 
online, I found almost no detractors of net neutrality.  Since big telecom was allegedly 
controlling internet content, I expected to find more.  Net neutrality proponents claim that it 
will eliminate the ability of telecom companies to control content (e.g., bias) and access 
(e.g., bandwidth).  When it became law, net neutrality did nothing to change the political 
leanings of Google; neither did it affect the bandwidth of my internet connection.  Net 
neutrality’s repeal in 2017 had no obvious effect.  The authority to regulate internet access 
and content that proponents claim exists in the Federal law stems from the 
Communications Act of 1934.  Net neutrality proponents claim this Act gives them the 
authority to regulate the internet as a “common carrier” like your telephone.  The 
Communications Act of 1934, could not have contemplated anything like the modern 
internet.  If net neutrality again becomes law, you may wonder whether it was necessary.  
Would its passage simply transfer control of content and access from self-serving and 
profit oriented consumers, entrepreneurs, and businesses to a government agency 
subject to the political appointees who run it? 
 
VICE PRESIDENT PENCE TELLS NASA TO RETURN TO THE MOON 
On March 26, 2019, at the fifth meeting of the National Space Council, Vice President 
Mike Pence said that the Trump administration is committed to sending humans back to 
the Moon by 2024.  Writing for The Verge, Senior Reporter Loren Grush quotes the Vice 
President saying, “…the administration may consider ditching some of NASA’s current 
contractors — which are currently developing new vehicles to take humans into deep 
space — and using commercially developed rockets instead.  ‘If commercial rockets are 
the only way to get American astronauts to the Moon in the next five years, then 
commercial rockets it will be,’ said Pence. ‘Urgency must be our watch word.’”  This 
schedule places American astronauts on the moon four years earlier than NASA’s 
previous target of 2028.  Ms. Grush noted that the Vice President provided few details 
concerning how the administration would assist NASA to return to the moon. 
 
APPLE’S AIRPOWER FAIL 
For those who do not closely follow everything Apple, AirPower was a pad for charging 
devices wirelessly using Apple's own implementation of the Qi wireless charging standard. 
Apple advertised the AirPower pad as capable of charging an iPhone, AirPods and Apple 
Watch simultaneously.  Apparently reports of excessive heat in the devices being charged 
led Apple to cancel the product.  The public cancelation of the AirPad is a rare gaffe on 
Apple’s part.  However, I agree with Senior Technology Editor for ZDNet, Jason Perlow 
who says, “Ultimately, I believe Apple did the right thing.  Can you imagine the potential 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Net_neutrality
https://energycommerce.house.gov/sites/democrats.energycommerce.house.gov/files/documents/BILLS-116hr1644ih.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communications_Act_of_1934
https://www.theverge.com/2019/3/26/18282598/nasa-mike-pence-vice-president-space-policy-lunar-landings-2024-gateway-sls-orion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qi_(standard)
https://www.zdnet.com/article/airpower-fail-the-latest-victim-of-apples-ocd/#ftag=RSSbaffb68&foo=AirPower%20fail:%20The%20latest%20victim%20of%20Apple's%20OCD%2003-30-2019&des=It%20was%20only%20a%20%20matter%20of%20time%20before%20Apple%20flew%20too%20close%20to%20the%20sun.
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"PowerGate" of cooked iPhones, Watches and AirPods?  It's far less egg on Apple's face 
to cancel the product outright than to release a dangerous dud.” 
 
YOUR EMAIL HACKED – PAY UP IN BITCOIN (SEXTORTION SCAM) 
You likely have heard of Ransomware.  Unfortunately, some of you may have been 
victims.  Jim Hopkins shared a new twist on malware and ransomware at the Windows All 
Workshop on Thursday night (March 28, 2019).  It’s an extortion threat sent by email 
claiming to have the user name and password for your email account and the user names 
and passwords for pornography sites you have visited.  The email also claims to have 
infected your computer, downloaded all your email contacts, and recorded webcam videos 
of you watching pornography on your computer.  This “Sextortion” is a total scam!  The 
bad English (i.e., sentence construction) and demand for payment in bitcoin to “keep this 
quiet” are good indicators that the claims of the extortionist are fake.  This sextortion scam 
has been around since mid-2018 and takes advantage of the email address lists 
harvested from website data breaches.  Writing for MalwarebytesLABS, Lead Malware 
Intelligence Analyst, Christopher Boyd provides a summary of this threat here.  

 
 

 
EVENTS IN COMPUTER HISTORY  
(paraphrase and additions to the Iceni Technology Blog by Iceni Technology Contributor Rebecca 
Coe and historical data from the websites http://www.computerhope.com/history/ and 
http://www.historyorb.com/) 
 
-- Apr 1 -- 
 
Steve Jobs, Steve Wozniak and Ronald Wayne founded 
Apple Computer (1976). 
 
-- Apr 2 -- 

Microsoft Corporation announced the Z80 SoftCard on April 2, 
1980--their first and (for many years) only hardware product--a 
microprocessor on a printed circuit board that plugged into the 
Apple II personal computer.  It retailed for $349.00.  The 

SoftCard allowed programs running under the CP/M operating system (included with the 
card, as was Microsoft BASIC) to run on the 6502-based Apple II with only minor 
modifications.  In particular, the word processor WordStar was so popular that people 
bought the SoftCard and a companion "80-column card" just to run it.  At one time, 
SoftCard brought in about half of Microsoft's total revenue. It was discontinued in 1986. 
 
-- Apr 3 -- 
Apple released the 1st Generation iPad on April 3, 2010. 
 

https://blog.malwarebytes.com/cybercrime/2019/02/sextortion-bitcoin-scam-makes-unwelcome-return/
https://blog.malwarebytes.com/cybercrime/2019/02/sextortion-bitcoin-scam-makes-unwelcome-return/
http://www.iceni.com/blog/events-in-computing-history-%e2%80%93-september/
http://www.computerhope.com/history/
http://www.historyorb.com/
https://kcoad1.wikispaces.com/file/view/apple30.jpg/203397164/apple30.jpg�
http://www.everymac.com/images/other_images/ipad-mini-big.jpg�
http://www.z80.eu/AppleZ80.jpg�
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-- Apr 4 -- 
Marc Andreessen and Jim Clark founded the Mosaic Communications Corp. on 
April 4, 1994, later renamed Netscape Communications Corp.  Andreessen 
developed the software used for browsing the World Wide Web while working 

at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University 
of Illinois. Clark co-founded high-performance computer maker Silicon Graphics Inc. 
 
-- Apr 6 -- 
Microsoft released Windows 3.1 on April 6, 1992, an operating system that 
provided IBM and IBM-compatible PCs with a graphical user interface (retail 
price $149).  Windows 3.1 added multimedia extensions allowing support 
for sound cards, MIDI, and CD Audio, Super VGA (800 x 600) monitors, and 
support for 9600 bps modems.  It also refined OLE (object Linking and 
embedding), allowing users to cut and paste between applications. 
 
-- Apr 7 --  

IBM announced the "System 360" 
mainframe computer architecture--
embodied in five new models--launching 
its most successful computer system of 
all time (April 7, 1964).  Called the "360" 
because it was designed to work for all 
sizes and types of customer with one 
unified software-compatible architecture, 
the 360 generated in excess of $100 
billion for IBM.  Customers could add or 
remove computing capacity without 
losing their investment in software.  
Models 30, 40, 50, 60/62, and 70 were 
introduced along with 150 new 

supporting products.  The 360 architecture became the basis for subsequent mainframe 
architectures developed at IBM, as well as at IBM's many "plug-compatible" imitators.  Its 
standardization of interfaces and methods allowed other companies to carve out a niche in 
the 360-dominated computer market.  In the 1960s, the System/360's success gave IBM a 
65% market share, prompting observers to term the industry "Snow White (IBM) and the 
Seven Dwarfs."  In 1965, the relative market shares were:  IBM: 65.3%, Sperry Rand 
(formerly Remington Rand): 12.1%, Control Data Corp.: 5.4%, Honeywell (formerly a 
division of Raytheon): 3.8%, Burroughs: 3.5%, General Electric: 3.4%, RCA: 2.9%, NCR 
(National Cash Register): 2.9% and the oft-forgotten eighth dwarf, Philco: 0.7% 
 
-- Apr 8 -- 

Java Development began on April 8, 1991.  Sun's Java team moved from Sun 
Microsystems to work in secret on its "Oak" development project (later re-named 
Java). 

http://wiki.mbalib.com/w/images/a/a8/Mosaic_Netscape.png�
http://toastytech.com/guis/win31logo.png�
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/8/88/Java_logo.png�
http://www-03.ibm.com/ibm/history/ibm100/images/icp/C713286B04220T42/us__en_us__ibm100__system_360__woman_at_360__800x593.jpg�
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-- Apr 10 -- 
Researchers at the University of 
Pennsylvania began work on the 
Electronic Numerical Integrator and 
Computer (ENIAC) on April 10, 1943.  
The ENIAC was capable of the then-
remarkable speed of 5,000 additions per 
second.  ENIAC was shrouded in 
wartime secrecy since its main purpose 
was to compute "firing tables" for artillery 
shells.  Before ENIAC, this was done by 
women (called "computers") working in 
large groups at mechanical desktop 
calculators.  The ENIAC became public 
in Feb 1946, when developers John Mauchly and J. Presper Eckert proudly showed off 
the 1,000 square feet of plugs, switches, and lights that calculated 1,000x faster than 
other machines of the day. 
 
-- Apr 11 -- 

German computer pioneer Konrad Zuse filed a 
patent for the automatic execution of calculations; 
a process he invented while working on what 
would become the Z-1, Germany's first computer 
(April 11, 1936).  In the patent application, Zuse 
offers the first discussion of programmable 
memory, using the term "combination memory" to 
describe breaking programs down into bit 
combinations for storage.  This was the first device 
to calculate in binary and translate to decimal. 
 

 
-- Apr 11 -- 
 
 
The Apple I computer, created by Steve Wozniak was 
released (1976) 
 
 
 
-- Apr 12 -- 

The HP-41 calculator was used in space on NASA's first space shuttle 
flight (April 11, 1981). The HP-41 allowed astronauts to calculate the 
exact angle at which they needed to re-enter the Earth's atmosphere. 

https://fortunedotcom.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/isa06_7.jpg?quality=80&w=702&h=478&crop=1�
http://www.yorku.ca/lbianchi/sts3700b/z1-vb2.jpg�
http://www.hpmuseum.org/3qs/41c3q.jpg�
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-- Apr 14 -- 
The Chinese government launched a 
widespread effort to purge governmental 
agencies of illegally copied software 
(1995), a practice that cost US software 
publishers millions of dollars.  The plan 
called for allotting more money to purchase 
software while giving an enforcement 
agency the power to prosecute software 
bootleggers.  The announcement followed 
a March meeting at which China signed an 
accord with the United States vowing to 
crackdown on piracy. 

 
-- Apr 15 -- 
The first West Coast Computer Faire 
was held on April 15, 1977, introducing 
personal computers, in both kit and 
assembled form, to a new audience--
the general public.  It was an important 
year for personal computing (PC) as 
three of the most popular PC systems 
of all time were announced:  the Apple 
II, the Commodore PET and the Radio 
Shack TRS-80.  The Faire, held at the 
San Francisco Civic Auditorium & 
Brooks Hall, exposed tens of 
thousands of enthusiasts and the 
curious to a coming revolution in computing that changed all of our lives.  The first Faire is 
one of the most significant events in personal computing history. 
 
-- Apr 16 -- 

The "LISP" language was 
introduced to the public on 
April 16, 1959.  The LISP 
programming language 
provided the basis for work in 
artificial intelligence (AI).  
Created by John McCarthy, 
LISP offered programmers 
flexibility in organization and it 
or its descendants are still 
used in the AI development 
environment. 

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/images/attachement/jpg/site1/20150617/7427ea21079d16eb112404.jpg�
https://2warpstoneptune.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/cf-1982-5.jpg�
http://lush.sourceforge.net/images/screendumps/helptool01.png�
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-- Apr 18 -- 
Newspapers reported that IBM became the first computer 
manufacturer to use a megabit chip -- a memory chip 
capable of storing 1 million bits of information -- in a 
commercial product, its Model 3090 (1986).  The 
announcement was heralded as a notable triumph for 
American computer makers, whose work was perceived 
to have fallen behind the Japanese electronics industry. 
 
-- Apr 19 -- 

Researchers ran the first 
FORTRAN program on April 19, 
1957.  Short for "FORmula 
TRANslator," FORTRAN 
enabled computer programmers 
("coders," at the time) to work in a "high-level" language, 
greatly simplifying program writing.  The first non-test 
FORTRAN program was run at Westinghouse and produced 
a missing comma diagnostic.  A successful attempt followed. 

 
-- Apr 19 -- 

 
MIT demonstrated its Whirlwind machine 
(computer) on Edward R. Murrow's "See It Now" 
television series (1951).  Project director Jay 
Forrester described the computer as a "reliable 
operating system," running 35 hours a week at 
90-percent utility using an electrostatic tube 
memory that stored up to 2,048 16-digit words.  
The machine used 4,500 vacuum tubes and 
14,800 diodes, taking up 3,100 square feet. 
 
 

 
-- Apr 21 -- 

Tandy Corp. held a press conference in New York (April 21, 1988) to 
announce plans to build clones of IBM's PS/2 system computers.  
The conference followed IBM's announcement that it would license 
patents on key PC technologies, a move signaling a willingness to let 
other companies clone its machines.  Within five years, IBM clones 
became more popular than original IBM machines themselves. 
 
 

http://royal.pingdom.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/ibm704.jpeg�
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/5/58/FortranCardPROJ039.agr.jpg/220px-FortranCardPROJ039.agr.jpg�
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/67/Museum_of_Science,_Boston,_MA_-_IMG_3168.JPG�
http://www-03.ibm.com/ibm/history/exhibits/mainframe/images/2423PH3090.jpg�
http://www.colorcomputerarchive.com/coco/Documents/Radio Shack Catalogs/RSC-20 Computer Catalog (1989)(Radio Shack).pdf�
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-- Apr 23 -- 
The National Bureau of Standards retired the SEAC 
(Standards Eastern Automatic Computer) on April 23, 
1964.  The SEAC was built in Washington 15 years 
earlier as a laboratory for testing components and 
systems for setting computer standards.  The SEAC was 
the first computer to use all-diode logic, a technology 
more reliable than vacuum tubes, and the first stored-
program computer completed in the U.S.  Magnetic tape 
in external storage units stored programming information, 
coded subroutines, numerical data, and output. 

 
-- Apr 24 -- 
Apple Computers introduced the Apple IIc on April 24, 1981, a portable 
machine designed to have the same operating capacity as the standard 
IIe model.  The machine came with 128 kilobytes of RAM and a 5 1/4-
inch floppy disk drive. 
 
-- Apr 24 -- 
Microsoft released Windows Server 2003.  The server 
operating platform was advertised to provide greater 
performance and scalability compared to Windows 2000.  
Windows Server 2003 was designed to support Intel 
Itanium 64-bit systems and support high levels of demand and large business workloads.  
Over 5,000 developers and 2,500 testers were involved in its production. 
 
-- Apr 25 -- 

The US Patent Office issued Robert Noyce a patent for the integrated circuit 
on April 25, 1961, starting a long battle with Jack Kilby over who had rights to 
the patent.  Kilby had invented a germanium version of the circuits, while 
Noyce developed the silicon integrated circuit -- the one that grew to be more 
accepted.  Integrated circuits replaced transistors in computers, allowing the 
machines to be significantly smaller. 

 
-- Apr 26 -- 
IBM sent out an upbeat release on supercomputers and its own STRETCH (also known 
as the IBM 7030).  The $10-million-and-up class computers 
were the world's fastest and most powerful in 1960.  They 
were similar to the STRETCH computer that IBM was at the 
time completing for the Atomic Energy Commission at Los 
Alamos, New Mexico.  IBM agreed to contract to business 
firms and government agencies to build STRETCH type 
computers.  The new machines were seventy-five times 
faster than the large-scale IBM 704 computer, completing 
100 billion computations in a day. 

http://apple2history.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/apple2c2.gif�
http://images6.fanpop.com/image/photos/37000000/Windows-Server-2003-R2-Logo-microsoft-windows-37078843-1080-345.png�
http://40.media.tumblr.com/782d2577721f8ace3334ba05dcdafe33/tumblr_n46xhsJx6r1rtynt1o2_r1_1280.jpg�
https://publicintelligence.net/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/llnl-supercomputing-4.jpg�
http://www.computermuseum.li/Testpage/SEAC-1950-Photo2.jpg�
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-- Apr 27 -- 
Koko, a gorilla ape and student of American Sign Language holds 
first interspecies live Internet chat (1998).  Editor’s Note:  
Controversy abounds concerning Koko’s ability to understand the signs 
she used.  See: “Koko Is Dead, but the Myth of Her Linguistic Skills Lives 
On,” Jeffrey Pullen, The Chronicle of Higher Education. 
 

 

-- Apr 27 -- 
 
The Xerox Parc (Palo Alto Research Centre) introduced the 
computer mouse (1977) 
 
 
 
-- Apr 28 -- 
 
 
 
 
 
The iTunes store 
opened (originally the 
“iTunes Music Store”) 
on April 28th, 2003.  
iTunes has been the 
biggest US based 
vendor of music since 
2008, and worldwide 
since 2010. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-- Apr 30 -- 
CERN releases the web source code and makes it public domain (1993).  The release 
had an immediate effect as the web starts to experience massive growth.  The Conseil 
Europeen pour la Recherche Nuclaire (CERN) is a laboratory established on September 
29, 1954, and today is the world's largest particle physics laboratory. 

https://www.chronicle.com/blogs/linguafranca/2018/06/27/koko-is-dead-but-the-myth-of-her-linguistic-skills-lives-on/
http://www.historyofinformation.com/images/1478a.jpg�
https://www.chronicle.com/blogs/linguafranca/files/2018/06/Screen-Shot-2018-06-27-at-12.23.31-PM-680x432.png�
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Who's Who in the FPCUG 

 
Officers 

Office Name Email Address 
President Patrice Davis president@fpcug.org 
Vice President Roger Schirmer vp1@fpcug.org 
Secretary Frank Fota secretary@fpcug.org 
Treasurer Rick Neil treasurer@fpcug.org 

 
 

Directors and Trustees 
Office Name Email Address 

Directors Josh Cockey directors@fpcug.org 
 Ed Alexander  
 Robert Monroe  
Trustees Johnny Creech trustees_@fpcug.org 
 Kay Pollock  

 Bill Williams 
"Agent of Record" 

 

 
 

Chairmen & Representatives 
Office Name Email Address 

APCUG Representative Frank Fota apcug_rep@fpcug.org 
Newsletter Editor Frank Fota newsletter@fpcug.org 
Webmaster Josh Cockey webmaster@fpcug.org 

 
 

Special Interest Workshop Leaders 
Office Name Email Address 

Technology Josh Cockey technology_sig_leader@fpcug.org 

Windows Jim Hopkins windows_sig_leader@fpcug.org 

Windows 10 Ed Alexander windows10_sig_leader@fpcug.org 
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